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ABSTRACT

Much research has been conducted on the discrimination of pure and

complex tones. Yet relatively little work has been carried out on the

discrimination of pitch in speech. Thus, the present experiment was

designed to explore listeners' ability to discriminate the pitch of three

types of acoustically complex stimuli--pulse trains with monotone pitch,

vocoded speech with monotone pitch, and vocoded speech with natural pitch.

Results revealed that the discrimination of pulse trains was superior to

that of monotone sentences, while the discrimination of naturally intoned

sentences was worse than that of the pulse trains or monotone sentences.

Implications for speech synthesis and processing are discussed.
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I. INTRODUCTIONI-
Human pitch perception, as a scientific discipline, has a rich

history, dating back at least to the pure-tone experiments of Seebeck

(1841) and Helmholtz (1863). Consistently, experiments in the perception

of the pitch of pure tones have revealed that under certain conditions

listeners can discriminate differences as small as about .3 Hz in the

region of 100-250 Hz (e.g., Boring, 1940; Rosenblith and Stevens, 1953;

Nordmark, 1968; Moore, 1974). However, most researchers have not attempted

to examine pitch discrimination in speech or speech-like stimuli. Yet as

Watson (1976) indicates,

a reasonable hypothesis ia that as sounds are made temporally
and spectrally more complex, they place proportionally greater
demands on . . . central, or psychological mechanisms. This
may be one of the reasons why it is impossible to predict
accurately people's ability to extract information from the
complex sounds of speech or music from their corresponding
abilities with the simpler sounds which could serve as the

•'• components of the more complex ones (p. 175).

Two Important studies which have dealt with the issue of the

discrimination of speech-like sounds are Flanagan and Saslow (1957) and

Klatt (1973).

In their study of the discrimination of pitch in synthetic

steady-state vowels, Flanagan and Saslow derived difference limens (DLs)

that were actually slightly smaller than those previously established for

pure tones. They suggest that "discriminations of vowel pitch are not

being made solely on the basis of changes in frequency of the fundamental

component. [Rather] listeners make some use of frequency changes in the

harmonics (p. 440). This hypothesis seems valid in light of work
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done by Ritsma (1967) who found that the lower harmonics do convey critical

pitch information.

Klatt (1973) likewise found relatively small DLs for the

discrimination of pitch in synthetic speech. For the steady-state vowel

/e/ and for the glide-vowel syllable /ya/, his subjects' average DLs ranged

from .18 Lo .3 Hz. Only when the pitch of the stimuli changed fairly

rapidly from beginning to end, as in the steeply ramped fundamental

frequency of a vowel, were the DLs as large as 4 Hz.

These experiments suggest that--at least if stimuli are steady-state

vowels--listeners can perceive very slight differences in their pitch. It

appears, though, that if the fundamental frequencies of the stimuli change

over time, discrimination worsens. Klatt's experiment also suggests that

pitch discrimination is probably worse for speech than for pure tones or

steady-state vowels, since the pitch of speech is normally time varying.

Yet his experiment does not address the following questions: Is it simply

the presence of time-varying frequency that induces a decrement in

discrimination? Or might other factors contribute? For example, does

discrimination worsen if additional demands are placed upon speech

processing, as they are in fully elaborated linguistic stimuli consisting

of phonetic, syntactic, and semantic information?

We have addressed these questions by devising an experiment using

speech and non-speech stimuli. Data derived from this experiment are of

considerable relevance for work with vocoded speech communication. For, as

an initial step in the determination of how precisely the fundamental

frequency must be specified in algorithms used for speech synthesis, it is

necessary to establish the degree to which pitch can be discriminated.
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That is, if listeners can only discriminate relatively large pitch

differences in vocoded speech, it may be assumed that their tolerance for

pitch errors (in vocoded speech) might be fairly high. On the other hand,

if they prove capable of discriminating differences on the order of those

found for pure tones and steady-state vowels, it may be reasonable to

assume that a high degree of accuracy In the synthesis of pitch is

necessary. The work reported here was undertaken as part of a broader

program to investigate the problem of vocoder robustness. In noisy

environments, vocoded speech is unacceptable to many users. Degradations

in both pitch and spectral fidelity contribute to this unfortunate result.

Some recent experiments (Gold and Tierney, 1983) have established

quantitative correlations between acoustic noise environments and vocoder

performance, mainly with respect to loss of spectral fidelity. Moreover,

there is general agreement that incorrect generation of the excitation

signal in an LPC or channel vocoder is unacceptable to many users.

If pitch errors do not in a practical sense affect intelligibility as

measured, e.g., by diagnostic rhyme test (DRT) scores (Voiers, 1983), one

might be tempted to vocode speech using either a monotone pitch pulse train

or pure noise as the excitation source. However, pitch is an important

carrier of prosodic information. In fact, we conducted an informal

experiment to determine whether sentences could be identified as

declarative or interrogative when they were syntactically acceptable as

either (e.g., "The news was very bad") and when they were vocoded with a

Al• monotone pitch track. Sentences were recorded with both the declarative

and interrogative readings. Although listeners had no difficulty labelling

3
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the stimuli as statements or questions when they heard them with

intonatiuIi, they found it impossible to label them correctly when the pitch

was monotone. (They heard all sentences as declaratives.) For noise

excitation, the results were not as straightforward, but listeners still

encountered great difficulty. Also, recent DRT results (Gold and

Tierney, 1983) show substantial loss in acoustic noise when vocoder noise

excitation is used.

If a monotone pitch and pure noise excitation are both unacceptable,

what can be done to alleviate pitch errors? If the gross pitch contour can

somehow be maintained by synthetic means at the expense of less overall

accuracy, would this be of practical use? This report is a first step

towards answering these qrestions.

II. EXPERIMENT

A. Subjects

Subjects were 6 employees at the M.I.T. Lincoln Laboratory. Two were

female; 4 were male. Subjects ranged in age from 26 to 49 and all reported

normal hearing.

Previous researchers have found that, on tests of tone or

melody-sequence perception, musically trained subjects perform better than

individuals who have not had musical training (e.g. Stucker, 1980; Raz and

Brandt, 1977; Zatorre, 1979). For this reason, subjects were asked to

describe the nature and extent of their musical training. This information

was not used for screening the subjects. Rather, it was intended to be

viewed in conjunction with their discrimination performance so that, if

clear differences in their ability to discriminate pitch did emerge, it
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could be determined whether such differences correlated with the subjects'

musical background. Of the 6 subjects, only I (NB) had had essentially no

musical training or experience; 4 (JF, JT, RH, and SC) had had several

months to several years of musical training; and I (MA) had had extensive

musical training.

Subjects were screened for the experiment based upon their performance

on one of the tests used in the experiment. That is, only those who could

discriminate at a specified criterion level on the monotone-sentence test

were included. (It was believed that, since the monotone sentences were at

least theoretically intermediate in complexity to the pulse trains and the

naturally intoned sentences, they woulL serve as an appropriate diagnostic

for determining subjects' inclusion.) Listeners had to be able to

discriminate (perceive as different) an average of 75% or more of the

stimuli consisting of the 2 largest pitch increments (5.5 and 6.0 Hz). On

the basis of this criterion, 3 listeners were excluded from the experiment

and the above-mentioned 6 were retained.

B. Stimuli

Three types of stimuli were used in our experiment. These consisted

of (I) those which were acoustically complex and which had monotone pitch

but no linguistic information (pulse trains); (2) those which had monotone

pitch and linguistic information (monotone sentences); and (3) those which

had time-varying frequency and linguistic information (naturally intoned

sentences). Stimuli (2) and (3) were generated using the real-time channel

vocoder programs described by Gold and Tierney (1983). Associated with

each of the stimulus types were 2 separate discrimination tests--one

5



involving discrimination when the refercnce fundamental frequency (FO)

was low (125 Hz) and one when the reference FO was high (200 Hz). In the

case of the naturally intoned sentences, the FO was that of the speaker,

and the values of 125 and 200 Hz were approximate. Thus, there were 6

different conditions in all. AF ranged from 0 to + 6.0 Hz in .5-Hz

increments, yielding a total of 13 randomized pitch-pair combinations. One

item from each pair always had the reference FO.

The stimuli used in our experiment were generated with the Lincoln

Digital Signal Processors (LDSPs) (Blankenship and Sferrino, 1977). These

processors are simple programmable computers of a von Neumann architecture;

they use very high-speed digital circuits to perform computationally

intensive real-time algorithms.

The pulse trains (with pulses '. width 100 Usec) were generated

entirely automatically by computer. The ordering of the stimuli was

obtained from a random number table off-line and entered into computer

memory along with the program. Then the computer was programmed to

sequence through this table while the computer-generated pulses were being

recorded on reel-to-reel audio tape.

The generation of the vocoded sentences was somewhat more involved.

In order to produce tapes containing pairs of sentences with identical

members, we used a "mimic" program which operated in real time. A more

detailed description is given below. A set of 130 sentences (consisting of

10 different sentences read 13 times each in random order) was read by a

female (MM) and by a male (DM) in separate recording sessions. Each of the

130 sentences was of approximately equal length and all had identical

6
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syllable structure. Each sentence was cpoken on cue to a small light which

flashed on every 8 seconds. (Test sentences appear in the appendix.) MM and

DM did not vary their intonation much from one sentence to the next, yet

they did not attempt to speak in a "flat" voice. The consistency with which

they spoke may be observed in the pitch plots presented in Figure 1. This

figure displays 6 tokens of the sentence, "These rings are made of gold"--3

produced by DM and 3 by MM. It is important to emphasize that, although

different tokens of a given sentence were used throughout the c st, the 2

members of all pairs were identical, with the exception of changes made in

the fundamental frequency as described below.

Each utterance was filtered, sampled at 20 kHz, analog-to-digital

converted, and then stored in the LDSP's peripheral memory.

Simultaneously, it was directed to an output port through a digital-to-

analog converter followed by a low-pass post-sampling filter, after which

it was recorded. Then, 3.5 seconds after the onset of the original

utterance, its stored copy was also directed to the tape recorder in the

same manner. Once 2 tapes of speech--each containing 130 pairs of

sentences--had been recorded, it was still necessary to vary the FO

systematically and to vocode and re-record the sentences. This was done

on-line, with the FO being set manually for each sentence just before the

utterance was directed through the vocoder. 1 The output was then recorded

on reel-to-reel audio tape. On the final test tapes, the FO of one member

'Due to real-time constraints in the synthesis of the sentences, the
sampling rate of the system was limited to 10 kHz, or a sampling interval
of 100 Usec. This did not allow for sufficiently small frequency
increments and made it necessary to use a method based upon one described
by Klatt (1973). This approach involved computing the vocoder algorithm
at the 10-kHz rate, but generating the excitation signal with reference to
a 100-kHz rate. Thus, pitch pulse intervals were obtained with 10-psec
precision. The resultant pulse train was then filtered and downsampled to
10 kHz. Because of the special nature of the input, the filtering
operation could be performed 4ithout compromising real time.
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of each pair was the reference FO; the FO of the other was FO + AF. In the

pulse-train conditions, the FO was set to 125 Hz and 250 Hz. In the

monotone-sentence conditions, MR's FO was set to 200 Hz, and DM's to 125

Hz. In the intoned sentence conditions, the baseline FO was not set by

computer. Instead, the speaker's F0 was retained within a pitch-period

accuracy of 100 Usec. In the comparison stimulus, the FO was raised over

the entire stimulus by 0 to 6.0 Hz. Each of the 13 pitch-pair combinations

occurred 10 times. One of each of these 13 pairs was associated with each

of the 10 different sentences. Half of the pairs were presented in the

order AX, the other half in the order XA.

In the pulse train test, each stimulus was 2 seconds long. There was

an inter-stimulus interval of 1 second, an inter-trial Interval of 3

seconds, and an inter-block interval of 11 seconds. In the tests

consisting of sentence stimuli, these intervals were slightly longer, for

MM's and DM's utterances were generally somewhat shorter than 2 sec. Prior

to the beginning of each test, 3 stimulus pairs were presented to acquaint

subjects with the task. Each test lasted approximately 20 minutes. For

all subjects, the first test consisted of monotone sentences, the second

pulse trains, and the third naturally intoned sentences. The presentation

of the high and low FO tests was counterbalanced. For each subject, tests

were separated by at least 1 day.

C. Procedure

Subjects were tested individually or in small groups in a sound-

attenuated listening room at Lincoln Laboratory. Prior to each test,

subjects were told that they would hear pairs of sounds (or sentences) and

that they were to circle "S" on their answer sheet if they did not perceive



a difference in the pitch of the sounds in each pair and "D" if they did

perceive a difference--however slight. They were told to guess if they

were uncertain. Subjects were not told how many of the stimuli would be

the same or different. Test tapes were played on a TEAC A2340SX tape

recorder with a Hewlett Packard 467a amplifier. Subjects used AKG

headptones. Amplitude was set at a comfortable listening level.

D. Results

Results of our experiment indicated that pitch discrimination was

strongly related to the type of stimuli presented. Figures 2a and b

I present discrimination scores averaged across all subjects for each

stimulus pair in all conditions. Figures 3a, b, and c show the responses

of each subject to each stimulus pair in all conditions. As is apparent

from Figures 2a and b, differences in the pitch of pulse train pairs were

most discriminable and differences in the pitch of naturally intoned

sentence pairs were least discriminable. In order to calculate average DLs

and to carry out a statistical analysis of the data, we converted to

Sz-scores the percent of "different" respor.ses given by each subject to each

•-• stimulus pair. A linear regression analysis with a least-mean squares

solution was carried out on the z-scores (Woodworth and Scholsberg,

1965). The DL was associated with that stimulus having a z-value of .67

(and hence a performance score of 75%). Thus calculated, the average DL

for the pulse trains was 1.5 Hz, while for the monotone sentences it was 3

Hz. Because most subjects had considerable difficulty discriminating the

pitch of naturally intoned sentences, a linear regression analysis could

not be carried out for all subjects. Yet, in order to obtain a general

impression of subjects' average performance in this condition, we conducted

10
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a linear regression analysis on the average z-values associated with each

stimulus increment. This revealed that the mean DL for the naturally

intoned sentences was about 6 Hz. A two-way repeated-measures analysis of

variance (ANOVA) (Hays, 1980) was conducted on the pulse train and monotone

sentence data. Since, for most of the subjects, a straight line could not

be fit to the data in the intoned-sentence condition, data from this

condition were not used in the ANOVA. The ANOVA revealed a highly

significant main effect due to stimulus type (pitch train vs. monotone

sentences) (F [1,5] - 18.26, p< .008) and a non-significant main effect for

reference frequency (low vs. high) (F [1,5] - .63, p< .464). There was no

significant stimulus type x reference frequency interaction (F [1,5]

.020, p< .892). Although statistical analysis of the respon.es to the

naturally intoned sentences could not be undertaken, it was obvious that

performance on these was considerably worse than on the other stimulus

types.

We also calculated the percent of "different" responses given to AX

stimuli (i.e., to those in which the first stimulus was the reference

[lower] frequency). If subjects were responding at chance, 50% of their

"different" responses should have been given to AX stimuli (and 50% to

XA). Indeed, for the pulse trains and monotone sentences, the average

percent of "different" responses given to AX pairs was 51.90 and 54.97,

respectively. However, for the naturally intoned sentences, the average

percent was 71.97.

Another finding to emerge was that a considerable amount of

inter-subject variability existed in all test conditions, as Figures 3a, b,

and c reveal. For example, while JF's DL for pulse trains with a 200-Hz

15



reference pitch was about .5 Hz, SC's was about 2 Hz; and while MA's DL for

monotone sentences with a 125-Hz reference pitch was about 1.5 Hz, NB's was

about 5.5 Hz.

III. DISCUSSION

It is quite clear that subjects' ability to discriminate the pitch of

pulse trains, monotone sentences, and naturally intoned sentences differed.

Moreover, there was considerable inter-subject variability in response

accuracy, and there was a systematic difference in the number of

"different" responses provided for AX and XA stimuli. Finally, the derived

DLs were larger than those previously cited in the literature. It is

important to consider why these results emerged.

The most salient difference between the pulse trains and the monotone

sentences involved the presence of linguistic information in the latter.

Unlike the pulse trains, the monotone sentences conveyed phonetic,

syntactic, and semantic information. We conjecture that subjects could not

pzocess pitch without also attending to the linguistic propertieo of the

signal--and this "division of labor" resulted in a decrement in

discrimination. It is of interest that a study on pitch transcription

(Lieberman, 1965) derived related results. In this experiment, stimuli

consisted of sentences with natural amplitude and FO contours and

non-sentences (a fixed vowel /a/) with natural (sentential) amplitude and

FO contours. Two lingui3ts transcribed the pitch of these stimuli.

Lieberman states, "The linguists' ears were remarkably good so long as they

Y did not hear words of the message" (pp. 49-50). That is, the linguists'

transcriptions more nearly approximated the actual pitch track of the

16



utterances when they heard vowel stimuli than when they heard complete

sentences. It seems that listeners find it extremely difficult to attend

solely to prosodic information when it is associated with a linguistically

meaningful segment, even when the demands of the task require that they do

so. An additional example of this is the Stroop color-naming task (e.g.

Stroop, 1935; Preston and Lambert, 1969). In such a task, subjects are

required to label the color of linguistically congruent and incongruent

stimuli. It has been found that subjects' reaction times are significantly

slower when they are required to name the color of a color word--e.g., when

they must say "red" in response to the word "blue" printed in red ink--than

when they are required to name the color of an asterisk or of a neutral

word (e.g., "dog"). Similar results have also been obtained in an auditory

version of this task in which subjects are required to label the pitch of

pitch words--e.g., when they must say "high" in response to the word "low"

presented at a high pitch (Vaid and Lambert, 1979; McClain, 1983).

Another possible reason for the large differences in the

discrimination of the 3 stimulus types may involve the notion of stimulus

uncertainty. In a test of frequency resolution, Watson (1976) demonstrated

that, when stimulus uncertainty was minimized, response accuracy increased

significantly for complex word-length tonal patterns. He concludes that

while "extremely accurate selective attention can be achieved when

listeners know what frequencies may bear information and when in time to

look for them," it is apparently much more difficult for listeners to

N discriminate when frequency and temporal patterns cannot be predicted with

certainty (p. 185). We may consider the detection of differences in the

17
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frequency of pairs of naturally intoned sentences a relatively extreme

example of stimulus uncertainty, for subjects were presented with a range

of sentences with frequency changes both within and between sentences. A

related explanation for the fact that pitch discrimination was worse for

the monotone sentences than for the pulse trains could be the following:

Because the sentences were fully elaborated linguistically--and because the

FO of normal sentences varies throughout--subjects may have found it

difficult to treat the monotone sentences as if they exhibited no

fluctuations in frequency. This may be due to the fact that FO changes

often co-occur with variations in amplitude and/or duration, as in the

production of stressed syllables or words (Fry, 1955; Lehiste and Peterson,

1960; Lieberman, 1967; Adams and Munro, 1978). Because both amplitude and

duration were intact in the monotone sentences, subjects may have responded

as if changes in the fundamental frequency existed, since othcr acoustic

cues commonly associated with pitch were present. To the extent that they

expected or believed they experienced pitch variations, they may have been

unable to treat these stimuli as sentences which were physically monotonic.

It must also be recognized that, while the pulse trains were

uninterrupted for the 2-second duration of the stimuli, the voicing of the

sentences was not. For although we attempted to use as many voiced sounds

as possible in the sentence stimuli, voiceless segments did occur. This

was due in part to the nature of consonantal voicing (i.e., even in

consonants with short-lag voice-onset times there may be a brief period of

aspiration). If it is the case that a continuous periodic signal enhances

pitch detection, it is possible that the presence of non-continuous voicing

18



in the sentences made discrimination at least slightly more difficult in

"these stimuli than in the pulse trains.

Our finding that the DL's for naturally intoned sentences were largest

is in accord with Klatt's data (1973) on the discrimination of pitch in

vowel stimuli with a rapidly falling FO. Our data indicate that the human

auditory system has considerable difficulty comparing the pitch of two

sentences when that pitch varies throughout and when the overall contours

of the sentences are identical. It seems likely that, in the perception

of the pitch of normal sentences, the overall pitch contour is a more

critical cue than is absolute pitch. And, in his study on the

transcription of pitch levels, Lieberman (1965) found that the transcribers

"apparently responded to the general form of the [utterance] contour rather

than to any pitch levels" (p. 53).

It may be too that the pitch of sentences was not discriminated with

great acuity because the sentences were synthetic. As Luce, Feustel, and

Pisoni (1983) found, free recall of synthetic test words was significantly

worse than that of natural test words. They conclude that "at least some

of the observed difficulties in the perception and retention of synthetic

speech are clearly due to increased processing demand for these items in

* short-term memory" (p. 29). How increased processing demands might be

involved in the discrimination of pitch in synthetic stimuli is not clear;

this is a topic worth further exploration.

Another finding of interest was that in AX pairs (those in which the

FO of the first member was lower than that of the second) stimuli were

heard as different much more often than they were in XA pairs-but only in
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the intoned sentences. A reasonable explanation is this: In normally

intoned declarative sentences, the FO falls at the end. This means that

when the FO is raised on the second member of a stimulus pair (as it was in

our AX presentation), there is a greater difference between the FO of the

last segment of the first member and the first segment of the second member

than there is in XA pairs. This is illustrated in Figure 4. It seems that

subjects compared the last segment of the first stimulus in each pair to

the first segment of the second. This points to the effect of short-term

memory constraints for, if subjects had been able to retain (or compute the

average of) the fundamental frequency of the entire first sentence, they

would not have exhibited such a preponderance of "different" responses to

AX stimuli. This finding is also in accord with Brady, House, and Stevens

(1961) who found that pitch tended to be identified with the terminal

frequency in tones with a ramped FO.

Another notable finding of this experiment was the large degree of

inter-subject variability. One explanation for this difference lies in the

amount of musical training subjects had had. In the present study, the

subject who exhibited the best discrimination overall (MA) was the subject

who had also received the most musical training. (She had been, in fact, a

singer, violinist, and pianist since childhood.) She was also the only

subject whose "different" responses to AX and XA pairs in the intoned

sentences were nearly equal in number, suggesting that she had an excellent

memory for pitch. And the subject who exhibited the worst overall

discrimination (NB) had received virtually no musical training. He also

displayed very strong context-dependent effects in his "different"
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Fig. 4. Fundamental frequency plots of two stimulus pairs whose overall
absolute Fl~s differed by the same amount (6 Hz). One is an XA pair (the
first member of the pair is higher in overall FO than the second) and the
other an AX pair (the first member of the pair is lower in overall FO than
the second). Note that, when the final portion of the first member is
compared with the initial portion of the second member, the frequency dif-
ference is greater in the AX pair, as illustrated by the slope of the

diagonal lines and the length of the dotted lines. (This is a plot of an

utterance produced by DM. The scale of this display was expanded so that
variations in the FO would be more apparent.)
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responses to intoned sentences, for in this condition his averageI-I percentage of "different" responses to AX stimuli was 93.55 (and to XA,

6.45).

What is implied here is that there exists a causal relationship

between musical training and pitch discrimination. Yet it is possible that

those individuals who are inherently predisposed to discriminate pitch

accurately are also inclined to pursue musical studies. It must also b,

acknowledged that other undetermined factors influence pitch

discrimination. As the individual response functions clearly reveal, even

among those who had received approximately the same amount of musical

training there were large differences in discrimination. And it will be

recalled that there were 3 individuals who, because they were unable to

discriminate to criterion, were excluded from the experiment. It is

important to recognize that laige individual differences in pitch

discrimination do exist; it is also important to attempt to determine the

range of such differences.

A final notable result of this experiment involves the size of the DLs

which emerged. For even in the pulse train condition, the average DL was

much larger than that previously estimated by others for pulse trains

(Nordmark, 1968) or steady-state vowels (Flanagan and Saslow, 1957; Klatt,

1973). This may have been due, at least in part, to the method of stimulus

presentation and to the properties of the stimuli. For example, in

Nordmark's study, subjects adjusted the frequency of an oscillator until

its pitch matched the frequency of another oscillator. Moreover, subjects

received simultaneous visual input, for they could view the adjustment
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knob. (And all of these subjects had received musical training.) In

Flanagan and Saslow's study, subjects were tested for over 50 hours, and

they received training for approximately 20 hours before final data were

collected. Klatt's subjects were likewise tested for many hours (each

experiment was repeated 5 times) and they received feedback after each

Al 20-trial block (i.e., they were informed of the number of correct responses

they had made). Klatt's stimuli were also only 250 msec long, and they

were separated by intervals of 250 msec--durations far shorter than ours.

In addition, it is possible that, in the synthetic vowel stimuli, slight

but perceptible changes in timbre occurred with changes in the fundamental

frequency.

To investigate one possible reason for differences between our results

and Klatt's we re-recorded our pulse train stimuli using stimulus durations

and intervals identical to his. The responses of two subjects (BG and JT)

were tabulated. Their DLs still proved to be considerably larger than

those presented by Klatt. (BG's was about 2.5 Hz and JT's was about 1.5

Hz). So conclusive reasons for differences between the DLs in our study

and those of others have yet to be established.

Since little work has been conducted on pitch discrimination for

sentences, we may surmise that the DLs in the present study were not

especially large. Note that the average for Klatt's subjects was 4.0 Hz

for a vowel with a steep rate of FO change. It is also wise to bear in

mind that "there is no such thing as a simple, single, differential

frequency threshold" (Kling and Riggs, 1971, p. 249). In fact, it could be

argued that what is of most interest in the examination of pitch perception
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are relative differences in discrimination in various types of speech and

4.• non-speech stimuli. And our data did reveal that the subjects' average DL

for monotone sentences was twice that of pulse trains, while their average

DL for naturally intoned sentences was about twice that of monotone

sentences. It should also be stressed that our main purpose in this

experiment was to gain insight into pitch deviations in a vocoder

communication environment. It is reasonable to assume that the DUs

obtained could be interpreted as the lower bounds on acceptable pitch

deviations in such environments. In fact, given that our subjects were

diligently attempting to discriminate the pitch of adjacent stimuli, they

might prove even more tolerant of deviations in a non-test situation not

requiring a conscious effort to discriminate. This is not to say that pitch

differences in normally intoned speech would go unnoticed if a specific

smaller segment (syllable, word, etc.) within the sentence were changed in

one of the stimulus pairs, or if the overall contour were somehow

anomalous.

Nonetheless, the above results suggest that accuracy of pitch

detection in a vocoder is not critical. In fact, if some accuracy is

sacrificed in the interests of avoiding gross pitch and voicing errors, the

% vocoder may gain in user acceptability. Assuming that a relatively high

-. k tolerance for pitch changes becomes even higher in an acoustic noise

W environment, we can go one step further. We can try to design the vocoder

pitch detector to minimize gross pitch and voicing errors even if this

entails the loss of overall accuracy.

In our future work, we intend to (a) test the hypothesis that

listeners have greater tolerance for pitch deviations in an acoustic noise
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environment than in a quiet environment, and (b) experiment with methods of

partially synthesizing the pitch track in a vocoder when the pitch detector

falters. In work such as this, we hope to gain further insight into the

nature of human pitch perception given a variety of stimulus types and

acoustic environments.
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APPENDIX

Test Sentences

A bird lay on the ground.
The moon is far away.
These rings are made of gold.
I loved the big brown dog.
The news was very bad.
They gave the girl a doll.
Weeds grow wild in my yard.
Those boys would never yell.
Their baby will be born.
The man was all alone.
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